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of Glayes-by Shim Callister

Recently, I was asked to tell about an
experience I had almost 13 years ago when
was working backshift as an Electrician,
gladly accepted the invitation hoping to help
others make better decisions about the work
they a re do ing

I

I

.

Grounds are a common occurrence on the
backshift. A lot of times the grounds come in
and then go away-like when afaulty heater
cycles on and off. When that happens,
Electricians get called to the Secondary Unit
Substation (SUS); but when the ground alarm
clears, there is nothing that can be done about
the ground at that time. You never know how
long the ground is gorng to stay in, so it is best
to start investigating as soon as you get the
ca ll.

During this particular stretch of shifts, I had
been called on a couple of grounds and was

able to rsolate both of them. When the ground
is isolated, the equipment is repaired or taken
out of service until the malfunction that is
causing the ground can be addressed.
Sometimes it is like a puzzle depending on how
far into the electrical system the ground is
located. Grounds can be fun to troubleshoot.
was working nights in November 2006 when
received a call that there was a ground alarm
at the Water Treatment building.
I

I

I gathered up the test equipment, drove to

Water Treatment, and proceeded to use the
test equipment to find the ground that was
sounding the alarm on the SUS in the Electrical
Room. My tester directed me to one of the big
water heaters on the second floor that was
used to heat the water for a regeneration of the
demine ralizer train.

cont,
When I got to the water heater, I opened the door
that housed the contactors that fed power to the
heating elements and started to use my fluke
meter to further narrow down the cause of the
ground. After a short time, I was able to find the
grounded heating element in the water heater.
decided I would isolate the ground by pulling the
three 60-amp fuses that were upstream from the
contactor.
I

I put on my leather gloves, grabbed the fuse
puller out of my tool bag, ohd went to work to
clear the ground. The first fuse came out without
a problem, but the second one was a different
story. I stretched my right arm out, reached for
the fuse with the fuse puller, and gave it a big tug.
A big flash of white light and something that
sounded like a cannon went off right in front of
me.

found was on my right wrist where my extended
arm caused a gap between my leather glove and
my fire resistant (FR) shirt. My wrist was burned
all the way around for about2-1 12" and looked
like a sunburn at the time. Over the next 10
days, the skin died and sloughed off. The glove
that I was wearing had some seams split and the
cuff curled up from the heat. I was thankful that I
was wearing my leather gloves. lf I hadn't been
wearing a glove, my whole hand would have
looked like my wrist-possibly worse.

I learned some valuable lessons from my
experience. I should have been wearing my
voltage-rated gloves with the longer cuff to keep
from getting burned. The biggest lesson I
learned was to not get tunnel vision. I always
enjoyed chasing grounds. That night I became
so focused on clearing the ground that I didn't
step back and evaluate my options to work in a
When all this happened, ljumped back and my
safer manner once the source of the problem was
hardhat fell off. I knew it hit the ground, but I
identified. I should have asked the operator to
couldn't see it because the flash of llght blinded
shut the water heater down and place a
me momentarily. When the fuse arced and
clearance on it so that the fuses could be pulled
flashed, it created a concussion in the building so
safely-that would have taken all risk of personal
powerful that the water treatment operator saw
injury and equipment damage out of the equation.
quicklime dust fall off of the beams above the
Note. Thank you, Shim, for sharing your
slakers on the second floor.
story. Thank goodness you had your gloves on
I didn't know what to expect as far as physical
May we all learn from his experience without
injury to myself. I worried about my face since it
having to live through the pain personally.
was exposed, but it felt ok. The only injury I
!

Exposure
The state of vulnerability is the same whether
someone is hurt or not. lf I stand below a person
working overhead with a hammer and the hammer
falls, whether it lands on my head or on the ground
is a matter of chance. I am lucky if it falls on the
ground, but not so fortunate if it hits my head.
Whatever the outcome, the exposure is still the
same.
When a person is exposed, the outcome (whether

the hammer hits the ground or their head) is out of
their control. Organizations good at safety find
ways to bring the exposure under control. They
implement procedures or apply engineering
solutions that shrink the pool of exposure and
minimize dependency on employee behavior.
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